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ABOUT

KEYSTONE
CHARTERED SURVEYORS
Keystone Chartered Surveyors has served Greater Manchester’s
impressive growth through specialist advice and a commitment to
delivering results with the highest quality standards.
Our experience means we add tangible value to developers,
investors and property owners throughout the property cycle
including the acquisitions, investment, development and disposal
of residential and commercial property.
So, whether you are looking to purchase your first home or build a
large-scale development we have the know how to achieve
your goals.

CLIENTS
We assist clients from all corners
of the property spectrum. From
modest home owners to national
developers, we have the expertise
to make it happen.
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“

ABOUT US

How We Can Help You?
I believe property and people are the
same. We both have skin and bones
with our own personalities, stories and
needs. It is only when we take the time
to understand them both, can we really
serve our clients through property.

J PARARA
Director of Keystone Chartered Surveyors

OUR CLIENTS
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OUR CLIENTS

PROPERTY DEVELOPERS

MAXIMISE PROFIT AT MINIMUM
RISK.
Working with domestic and commercial clients’ to plan,
execute, monitor and safely deliver projects they can be
proud of.
Whether you are a small residential or large commercial
developer. We use our 360 perspective of real estate
acquisitions, investment, development and disposal to
help developers maximise profits at the lowest risk.

PROPERTY PURCHASERS
DERISKING PROPERTY
PURCHASES.

Helping domestic and commercial clients leverage
property to achieve personal or commercial goals.
From first time home buyers to large commercial
acquisitions, we have the knowledge, skills and
experience to help you make informed purchases and
ongoing management decisions.
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OUR CLIENTS

PROPERTY INVESTORS

LEVERAGING PROPERTY TO
BUILD WEALTH.
Working with lending institutions, private individuals and
international investors to maximise returns and build
wealth.
Investment and funding form an integral part of every
development. We work with a growing network of
private and institutional investors looking to increase
returns and diversify portfolios.

TENANTS

LIMITING LEGAL AND FINANCIAL
EXPOSURE.
Protecting tenants from unfair repairing obligations and
unjust cost increases.
At the point of signing a lease tenants commit to
signi icant legal, inancial and repairing obligations.
We work with tenants to ensure they understand and
comply with lease terms whilst minimising their
financial and legal exposure.

OUR CLIENTS
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OUR CLIENTS

LANDLORDS

HAPPY TENANTS MEANS HAPPY
LANDLORDS.
Working with landlords to keep tenants happy and
maintain cashflow.
Cashflow is imperative to residential and commercial
landlords alike. When combining this with the
complexities of tax reforms and changing legislation,
it can be difficult to keep on top of tenant demands.
We take the pain out of dilapidations and license for
alterations so you don’t have to.

PROPERTY
AND LANDOWNERS
SIMPLIFYING OPTIONS

Working with property and land owners to simply the
legal, financial and structural challenges of property.
With the complexities of tax reforms, changing legislation
and shifting markets it can be difficult to know how to
maximising asset value. We simplify matters by offering
simple purchase options of commercial and residential
properties, land and portfolios.
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OUR DEPARTMENTS

OUR DEPARTMENTS

SOURCING AND ACQUISITIONS
Matching your personal specifications to individually sourced
opportunities.
We work in partnership with an extensive network of vendors and
agents to bring you the best acquisition opportunities before they hit the
market. Matching your personal specifications to individually sourced
investment opportunities.

INVESTMENT AND FINANCE
Leverage finance to maximise returns though our investment solutions.
We help you to navigate the highly complex and competitive UK
property lending market so you obtain optimal returns with minimal risk.
Working with you to make the most out of residential and commercial
markets.

DEVELOPMENT AND PROJECT
MANAGEMENT
Bring your project to life through our robust development and project
management expertise.
With development becoming increasingly complex and time consuming
over the last five years, we combine in-depth experience with creative
solutions to cut through the complexities. Trust our industry experts to
streamline the entire process.

SALES AND DISPOSALS
Realise its true value through our simple purchase solutions.
We utilise our expertise and acclaimed insight to understand your
personal circumstances before offering suitable purchase options.

SKILLS AND SERVICES
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SKILLS AND SERVICES
As Chartered Surveyors we help investors and businesses across the North West bring their ideas to life. We
take on a variety of residential and commercial instructions and work with all parties across the sourcing,
investment, development and disposal of property. So, utilising our specialist structural, legal and financial
knowledge to achieve our client’s goals

01.

HOME SURVEYS
Protect your investment and maintain peace of mind by
having a detailed Home Survey undertaken by Manchester’s
leading Chartered Building Surveyors.

02.

COMMERCIAL PRE ACQUISITION SURVEYS
As Manchester’s growth drives commercial acquisitions it is
has never been more important to protect your investment
through our market leading pre-acquisition surveys.
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SKILLS AND SERVICES

03.

SCHEDULE OF CONDITION
From reinstatement cost assessments to party wall and
dilapidation disputes, an accurate and reliable schedules of
condition is your first line of defense against any claim.

04.

PARTY WALL ADVICE
Whether you are a commercial developer or residential
occupier, a detailed understanding of party wall matters
and implications is a must for building near or on any shared
structures.

05.

ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN
We utilise our Building Information Modelling (BIM) capabilities
to produce intelligent designs which seamlessly align beauty,
buildability and affordability.

SKILLS AND SERVICES
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06.

PROJECT MANAGEMENT
From acquisition, procurement, design and construction, we
can combine project management with cost expertise to
deliver projects on time and budget.

07.

ACQUISITION AND DISPOSAL
We work in partnership with an extensive network of investors,
developers and vendors to bring you tailored off-market
opportunities.

08.

DILAPIDATIONS
We assess each claim and determine appropriate strategies
to secure optimal outcomes by saving landlord and tenants
money. Our dilapidations experts will be with you every step
of the way.
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SKILLS AND SERVICES

09.

PRINCIPAL DESIGNER DUTIES
We work with clients and designers throughout the pre and
post-contact phases to drive safety and cost efficiency by
eliminating hazards before they reach the site.

10.

INSURANCE REINSTATEMENT COST
ASSESSMENTS
Our Reinstatement Cost Assessments ensure you have
adequate cover for one-off purchases to high-volume
portfolios to keep your insurers happy and your
property protected.

11.

DEVELOPMENT MONITORING
Forewarned is forearmed so we protect your investment
through a comprehensive project appraisal and onsite
monitoring to spot issues before the become your risk.

SKILLS AND SERVICES
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12.

LICENCE FOR ALTERATIONS
We protect landlords’ and tenants by ensuring tenants
reinstate any completed works and preventing landlord from
rentalising tenant improvements.

13.

COST CONSULTANCY
We add value by combining your goals with our cost
expertise to eliminate unnecessary expenditure without
compromising time, quality and safety.

PARTNERSHIPS
The legal, structural and financial complexities or property will often require a combination of specialist skills to
achieve client goals. So, we are always keen to work with consultants who share our values and passion for a
customer focused approach. Join us today to be part of our growing network of trusted partners.
We are always seeking partnerships with:
•

Solicitors and Legal Advisors.

•

Town Planners.

•

Building [Design] Consultants.

•

Chartered Surveyors.

•

Property Managers and Agents.

•

Insurance Brokers.

•

Finance and Tax Consultants.

•

Building Contractors.
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BIO

J PARARA
Director
Keystone Chartered Surveyors

Jamal is the sole proprietor of Keystone Chartered Surveyors. He
has extensive experience in the private and public sector projects
which span small domestic to large commercial projects between
£10,000 to £2000,000.
They were often delivered in high-risk track side locations, busy
train stations and restrictive high street environments which
typically included:
•

the refurbishment, extension and alterations of listed buildings,

•

shell, core and full fit outs of retail, industrial, office and
domestic units.

•

converting railway arches into retail and light industrial units.

Working in various capacities from architectural designer, principal
designer and development surveyor means Jamal can assess the
technical details whilst also maintaining an important strategic
perspective of any construction project.
His experience undertaking professional instructions such as home
surveys, commercial pre-acquisition surveys, planned preventative
maintenance reports, schedules of condition, party wall matters,
development monitoring, license for alterations and dilapidation
claims mean he often provides a suite of bespoke services that
meet his clients' needs.
When Jamal is not working in property you will see him working out
or matching his wits at his local Jui Jitsui school.
Quali ications:
•

MRICS – Chartered Building Surveyor.

•

NEC Reg – NEC Accredited Project Manager.

•

Tech IOSH - Construction Health and Safety.

•

CITB – CSCS Professional Qualification.

•

BSc (Hons) - Building Surveying.

•

PG Dip - Real Estate Asset Management.

STANDARD TERMS OF ENGAGEMENT
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STANDARD TERMS OF ENGAGEMENT:
DEFINITIONS

•

Keystone Chartered Surveyors is the trading

the contract between the Client and KEYSTONE

name of KEYSTONE BUILDING CONSULTANTS LTD

BUILDING CONSULTANTS LTD (“this Agreement”).

registered in England and Wales under company
number 09945102 with its registered office at 65

1.2

provide the Service with all reasonable skill and

Chichester Lane, Manchester, M30 8EP.

•

care.
Letter of Appointment means a letter or email
correspondence. Or instruction form signed and

•

KEYSTONE BUILDING CONSULTANTS LTD shall 		

1.3

Acceptance of our commencement of the

associated documentation which may refer to

provision of the Service to the Client shall be

this document reference KSBCLTD25042017.

deemed to be acceptance of this Agreement.

KEYSTONE BUILDING CONSULTANTS LTD which sets

2.0

The Services

2.1

The Client shall notify KEYSTONE BUILDING

out the details of the Client, Services, and Fees
together with other details relating to the Services

CONSULTANTS LTD in writing of any instruction to

which may be appropriate to this instruction.

•

vary the Service or these Terms of Appointment.
Fees means: the Fees payable by the Client
in consideration of KEYSTONE BUILDING

•

•

2.2

KEYSTONE BUILDING CONSULTANTS LTD reserves

CONSULTANTS LTD carrying out the Service plus

the right to amend this Agreement including

charges, expenses and disbursements payable

but not limited to the Services described and

by the Client on receipt of invoice, or advanced

the Fee as a consequence of any requested

payment.

and agreed variation of the Services.

Services means: the Services to be provided by

2.3

Any dates for performance of the Services

KEYSTONE BUILDING CONSULTANTS LTD in carrying

specified in the Letter of Appointment or

out the Client’s instructions as described in the

otherwise agreed shall be estimates only

Letter of Appointment subject to the terms of this

and time shall not be of the essence for

Agreement.

performance of the Services.

Report means: any document, report, drawing,

3.0

Payment

3.1

The Client undertakes to pay the Fees to

specification, calculation, form or table which
is written, produced or created by KEYSTONE

•

BUILDING CONSULTANTS LTD in the course of

KEYSTONE BUILDING CONSULTANTS LTD for the

carrying out the Services.

performance of the Services in accordance
with this Agreement.

Property means: the location, site or building(s)
which is the subject of the Service.

3.2

Invoices will be rendered to the individual
or organisation named in these Terms of

1.0

Description

Appointment. The Client undertakes to pay the
Charges to KEYSTONE BUILDING CONSULTANTS

1.1

These Terms of Appointment are to be read in

LTD for the performance of the Service in

conjunction with the letter dated [date] (“Letter

such instalments as are set out below, upon

of Appointment”). Collectively they will form

completion of the disposal or indicated within

15
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the fee proposal. Payment shall be made

following respects:-

within 7 days of the invoice date or otherwise
specified in the letter/email of appointment.

4.2

Subject to paragraph 4.6, KEYSTONE BUILDING
CONSULTANTS LTD shall not be liable for more

3.3

Where the Fees include charges, expenses and

than KEYSTONE BUILDING CONSULTANTS LTD’s

disbursements these shall be payable by the

just and equitable proportionate share of the

Client as invoiced and at rates indicated by

loss, injury or damage, assuming that all other

KEYSTONE BUILDING CONSULTANTS LTD or at cost

professionals/consultants/specialists (either

to KEYSTONE BUILDING CONSULTANTS LTD.

directly appointed by the Client or appointed
by KEYSTONE BUILDING CONSULTANTS LTD) who

3.4

The Fees shall not be subject to the addition

are responsible, are equally obliged to exercise

of Value Added Tax applicable at the time of

reasonable professional skill and care and they

invoice.

have been appointed on terms no less onerous
and shall be deemed to have paid to the Client

3.5

KEYSTONE BUILDING CONSULTANTS LTD reserves

their just and equitable proportionate share of

the right to charge interest and debt recovery

the liability;

costs in respect of any amounts that remain
unpaid after the date for payment. Interest will

4.3

Subject to clause 4.6 KEYSTONE BUILDING

be calculated in accordance with the “Late

CONSULTANTS LTD shall have no liability to

Payment of Commercial Debts Regulations

the Client under this Appointment in respect

2002”.

of loss of profits, loss of revenue or business,
loss of goodwill or reputation or indirect or

3.6

In some instances where specialist

consequential losses save to the extent that

subcontractors work alongside KEYSTONE

such losses are reasonably foreseeable,

BUILDING CONSULTANTS LTD UK Ltd fees may

properly mitigated and arise out of KEYSTONE

be levied by KEYSTONE BUILDING CONSULTANTS

BUILDING CONSULTANTS LTD’s negligent breach

LTD UK Ltd on behalf of the sub-contractor

of terms of this Appointment.

in the interests of simplicity. However, the
contractual relationship remains between

4.4

Subject to paragraph 4.6 the maximum liability

the sub-contractor and the client directly.

of KEYSTONE BUILDING CONSULTANTS LTD shall

KEYSTONE BUILDING CONSULTANTS LTD UK Ltd

be £1,000,000 in total for all claims howsoever

accept no responsibility for the content of

arising in connection with the Service under or

reports or advice provided by a third party

in connection with this Agreement.

subcontractor whether paid by KEYSTONE
BUILDING CONSULTANTS LTD UK Ltd or directly by

4.5

the client.

If these limits are not acceptable please
contact KEYSTONE BUILDING CONSULTANTS LTD
to discuss agreeing higher figures; any variation

4.0

Limitation of Liability

4.1

The Liability of KEYSTONE BUILDING

agreed will be recorded in writing.
4.6

Nothing in these Terms of Appointment

CONSULTANTS LTD for its own acts and

shall exclude or restrict KEYSTONE BUILDING

omissions whether in contract, in tort (including

CONSULTANTS LTD’s liability for death or personal

negligence) or breach of statutory duty

injury resulting from KEYSTONE BUILDING

howsoever arising in connection with the

CONSULTANTS LTD’s negligence or for fraud.

Service, under or in connection with this
Agreement shall be limited in each of the

STANDARD TERMS OF ENGAGEMENT

5.0

Documentation
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6.3

is already or becomes known to KEYSTONE
BUILDING CONSULTANTS LTD or any of its

5.1

The copyright in all documents and reports

directors, employees, consultants, sub

prepared by KEYSTONE BUILDING CONSULTANTS

contractors or advisers at the time of its

LTD in providing the Services shall remain the

disclosure;

property of KEYSTONE BUILDING CONSULTANTS
LTD. Subject to payment by the Client of the

6.4

is required by law by any Court of competent

Fees properly due to KEYSTONE BUILDING

jurisdiction, or by a governmental or regulatory

CONSULTANTS LTD under this Agreement

authority, or where there is a legal or regulatory

KEYSTONE BUILDING CONSULTANTS LTD grants to

duty or requirement to disclose or it is agreed

the Client an irrevocable non-exclusive royalty-

that it may be released.

free licence to copy and use the documents
for any purpose related to the project. Such

7.0

Suspension and Termination

7.1

Either the Client or KEYSTONE BUILDING

licence shall carry the right to grant sub
licences and these licenses and sub licences
shall be transferable to third parties.

CONSULTANTS LTD may terminate the KEYSTONE
BUILDING CONSULTANTS LTD appointment by

1.0

1.1

KEYSTONE BUILDING CONSULTANTS LTD shall not

giving 28 days’ notice in writing to the other

be liable for any use of the documents for any

party, or immediately in the event of either

purpose other than that for which they were

party having a receiver, administrative receiver

prepared and provided by KEYSTONE BUILDING

or administrator appointed over all or part of its

CONSULTANTS LTD or for any use by a third

assets or undertaking, or if either party passes

party and the Client shall indemnify KEYSTONE

a resolution to wind up or has a liquidator

BUILDING CONSULTANTS LTD against any claims

appointed or in the case of an individual is

made by a third party.

adjudged bankrupt.

No reliance will be placed by the Client on

7.2

In the event of termination of instructions

draft reports or interim advice (oral or written)

for whatever reason, the Client shall pay all

provided by KEYSTONE BUILDING CONSULTANTS

Fees reasonably due to KEYSTONE BUILDING

LTD as these may vary significantly from any

CONSULTANTS LTD on receipt of invoice.

final report or advice.
6.0
6.1

8.0

Conflicts

8.1

If the Client is aware or becomes aware of a

Confidentiality
The Services provided to the Client will be

possible or actual conflict of interest, this shall

treated by KEYSTONE BUILDING CONSULTANTS

be notified immediately to KEYSTONE BUILDING

LTD in confidence. KEYSTONE BUILDING

CONSULTANTS LTD. Where a potential or

CONSULTANTS LTD will take reasonable steps

actual conflict of interest arises, then KEYSTONE

to keep such matters confidential as may be

BUILDING CONSULTANTS LTD shall take account

required by the Client in writing save for such

of the legal constraints, professional regulations

information which:-

and the Client’s and other clients’ interests
to determine whether KEYSTONE BUILDING

6.2

is now or hereafter becomes available in the

CONSULTANTS LTD should continue to act for

public domain other than through the fault of

both parties, for one party, or for neither. In

KEYSTONE BUILDING CONSULTANTS LTD or any

the event of such a conflict arising, KEYSTONE

of its directors, employees, consultants, sub

BUILDING CONSULTANTS LTD shall in its discretion,

contractors or advisers;
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be entitled to terminate these Terms of

consequence of the acts or omissions of such

Appointment with immediate effect by notice

employee, or Director (including negligent

in writing to the Client.

acts or omissions) save and to the extent that
such loss or damage is caused by the fraud,

9.0

Professional Indemnity, Insurance and

dishonesty, wilful misconduct or unauthorised

Complaints

conduct on the part of such employee, or
Director.

9.1

In the UK, KEYSTONE BUILDING CONSULTANTS LTD
is regulated by the Royal Institution of Chartered

11.2 The Client will therefore not bring any claim

Surveyors. Details of our professional indemnity

personally against any individual employee, or

insurance specified in the Provision of Services

Director of KEYSTONE BUILDING CONSULTANTS

Regulations 2009 will be provided to the Client

LTD, other than in respect of those liabilities

on request by the Head of Secretariat: (info@

caused by fraud, dishonesty, wilful misconduct

keystonecharteredsurveyor.com).

or unauthorised conduct on part of such
employee or Director.

9.2

In the event that the Client has a complaint
the Client shall be entitled to have access

12.0 Data Protection

to the complaints handling procedure
maintained by KEYSTONE BUILDING

12.1 As a result of KEYSTONE BUILDING CONSULTANTS

CONSULTANTS LTD which contains a dispute

LTD’s relationship with the Client, KEYSTONE

resolution process as required by the Royal

BUILDING CONSULTANTS LTD will need to hold

Institution of Chartered Surveyors (RICS) rules

and process personal data about individuals

of conduct (details of which are available on

within the Client’s business (such as contact

request from the Head of Secretariat [info@

details of the Client and for related purposes

keystonecharteredsurveyors.com] at the

such as updating Client records, crime

registered office).

prevention, legal and regulatory compliance)
and may need to disclose this information to

10.0 Notice

appropriate persons. In providing any personal
data to KEYSTONE BUILDING CONSULTANTS LTD,

10.1 Any notice to be given under these Terms of

the Client confirms that the Client has informed

Appointment shall be in writing and delivered

the individuals concerned and obtained any

by hand or sent by recorded delivery post to

necessary consents to the transfer to KEYSTONE

the party at the address for that party shown

BUILDING CONSULTANTS LTD and for KEYSTONE

in these Terms of Appointment or to such other

BUILDING CONSULTANTS LTD’s use of data for

address as the other party may have specified

these purposes.

from time to time by written notice to the other.
12.2 KEYSTONE BUILDING CONSULTANTS LTD may
11.0 Liability of Employees

send the Client business and marketing
communications which may be of interest to

11.1 The duties and responsibilities owed to the

the Client, should the Client not wish to receive

Client are solely and exclusively those of

mail from KEYSTONE BUILDING CONSULTANTS LTD

KEYSTONE BUILDING CONSULTANTS LTD. No

relating to our Service, please advise the Agent

employee, or Director of KEYSTONE BUILDING

responsible for this instruction.

CONSULTANTS LTD shall owe to the Client any
personal duty of care or be liable to the Client
for any loss or damage howsoever arising as a

STANDARD TERMS OF ENGAGEMENT

13.0 The Bribery Act 2010 (“The Act”)
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under this Agreement shall be enforceable
against each of them on a joint and

13.1 In order to comply with the Act the Client

several basis.

must immediately notify “KEYSTONE BUILDING
CONSULTANTS LTD” in writing if the Client

17.0 Entire Agreement

becomes aware of any person (employee,
agent, intermediary, contractor, private

17.1 These Terms of Appointment contain the whole

individual, commercial organisation, or public

Agreement between the Client and KEYSTONE

official) connected with this instruction that has

BUILDING CONSULTANTS LTD and supersede all

breached or committed an offence under the

prior representations, proposals, agreements or

Act. In accordance with clause 7.3 KEYSTONE

undertakings (written or oral).

BUILDING CONSULTANTS LTD shall have the
right to terminate this Agreement with the

17.2 From time to time it may be necessary to

Client immediately in writing, without penalty

amend or replace these Terms of Appointment

or liability if KEYSTONE BUILDING CONSULTANTS

with new terms. Where this is the case,

LTD reasonably believes that the Act has been

KEYSTONE BUILDING CONSULTANTS LTD will notify

breached or an offence has been committed.

the Client of the changes and unless the Client

The Client agrees to adhere to KEYSTONE

notifies KEYSTONE BUILDING CONSULTANTS

BUILDING CONSULTANTS LTD’s Anti-Bribery and

LTD within 7 days after such notification, the

Corruption Policy and all applicable English

amendments or new terms will come into effect

laws relating to anti-bribery and corruption

at the end of the period.

including but not limited to the Act.
17.3 If there is an inconsistency or contradiction
14.0 Assignment

between the Letter of Appointment and these
Terms of Appointment the provisions of the

14.1 Neither party may assign any of their respective

Letter of Appointment will prevail.

rights or obligations under the Terms of
Appointment to any third party without the prior
written consent of the other party.

17.4 KEYSTONE BUILDING CONSULTANTS LTD reserve
the right to cancel the instruction at any point
and to their own discretion. A full refund will be

15.0 Law
15.1 English law shall apply to this Agreement and if

provided.
18.0 Rights of Third Parties

there is any dispute, the English Courts will have
exclusive jurisdiction.

18.1 Except as provided under 11, the Contracts
(Rights of Third Parties) Act 1999 shall not apply.

15.2 Alternatively, where this contract is instructed

No liability whatsoever is accepted in relation

by a KEYSTONE BUILDING CONSULTANTS LTD

to any third party or for use of any Report for

Scottish office then Scottish law shall apply to

any other purpose without the express written

this Agreement and if there is any dispute, the

consent of KEYSTONE BUILDING CONSULTANTS

Scottish Courts will have exclusive jurisdiction.

LTD.

16.0 Joint and Several Liability of Client

19.0 Reliance and Instructions

16.1 If at any time the Client shall consist of more

19.1 KEYSTONE BUILDING CONSULTANTS LTD shall act

than one person, the obligations on the Client

in accordance with and shall be entitled to rely
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upon instructions received (or in the reasonable

any event or circumstance or cause beyond

opinion of KEYSTONE BUILDING CONSULTANTS

the reasonable control of KEYSTONE BUILDING

LTD appear to have been received) from

CONSULTANTS LTD.

a person authorised to give instructions on
behalf of the Client and KEYSTONE BUILDING

21.0 Cancellation and Refunds

CONSULTANTS LTD shall bear no liability in
respect of anything done or suffered to be

21.1 You can cancel and receive a full if you

done by it in good faith and in accordance

notify us as least 48 hrs before the instruction is

with such instructions.

undertaken.

19.2 The Client undertakes to promptly (i) provide
free of charge to KEYSTONE BUILDING
CONSULTANTS LTD any information that is
reasonably necessary for KEYSTONE BUILDING
CONSULTANTS LTD to perform the Service; (ii)
notify KEYSTONE BUILDING CONSULTANTS LTD
of any changes relating to this information;
and (iii) ensure that its decisions, instructions,
consents or approvals in relation to all matters
properly referred to it shall be given in such
reasonable time so as not to delay or disrupt
the performance of the Service by KEYSTONE
BUILDING CONSULTANTS LTD.
20.0 Force Majeure Events
20.1 Force Majeure Events means an event
beyond the control of KEYSTONE BUILDING
CONSULTANTS LTD (or any person acting
on its behalf), which by its nature could not
have been foreseen, or, if it could have been
foreseen, was unavoidable, and includes,
without limitation, acts of God, storms, floods,
riots, fires, sabotage, civil commotion or civil
unrest, interference by civil or military authorities,
acts of war (declared or undeclared) or armed
hostilities or other national or international
calamity or one or more acts of terrorism or
failure of energy sources. KEYSTONE BUILDING
CONSULTANTS LTD shall be relieved from any
and all liability under or in connection with
these Terms of Appointment to the extent that
such liability arises from any failure to perform
any of its obligations under or in connection
with the Terms of Appointment and such
failure has been caused or contributed to by

CONTACT US
LOWRY MILL, LEES ST
PENDLEBURY, MANCHESTER
M27 6DB, UK

INFO@KEYSTONECHARTEREDSURVEYORS.COM
KEYSTONECHARTEREDSURVEYORS.COM

MPANY REG: 09945102 - RICS FIRM REG: 785658 - ICO REG: ZA464088 PRS REG: PRS010981 - MONEY LAUNDERING REG: XNML133565

